Please follow the link to participate in EoI :
https://eprocure.gov.in/eprocure/app?component=%24DirectLink&page=FrontEndView
Tender&service=direct&session=T&sp=Sh8csCGLBJPbKFLArkMjn%2BQ%3D%3D
EOI ID: 2018_DARE_420011_1

ICAR-CENTRAL INSTITUTE FOR RESEARCH ON GOATS,
MAKHDOOM, P.O. FARAH-281122, MATHURA (U.P.)
PHONE NO.0565-276 3380 FAX NO. 0565 276 3246
QUALITY SYSTEM PROCESS
SUPPLY / WORK ORDER

Doc. No. CIRG-F-46
Rev. No.: 00
Page 2
th
Eff. Date : 15 June, 2013

e-NOTICE INVITING EoI FOR SUPPLY, INSTALLATION & COMMISSIONING OF IP BASED CCTV
EQUIPMENTS FOR ICAR-CIRG.
F.No.5-1(7)/CP&C/2017

Date: 17-12-2018

Sealed Expression of Interest (EoI) are invited for addressing a Business Opportunity worth
nearly Rs.12.00 Lakhs, from well established & experienced & experienced System Integrated
(SI) for IP based CCTV Network Equipment for ICAR-CIRG, a premier research Institute of
Indian Council of Agricultural Research (ICAR), an autonomous organization of Agriculture,
Government of India.
Due Date for Submission of Turkey as e-Notice:

15.01.2019
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1(i)

Technical Bid
Scope of Work

2(i)

Eligibility Criteria of
Applicants
a. Experience in IT /Networking business for last 3 years.

Supply, Installation, Testing, Commissioning, Operation and
Maintenance of IP based Video Surveillance and IP
EPABX System on turnkey basis along with warranty period
of 1 years and AMC of 2 years. For detail refer to the
annexure-I.

b. The bidder’s cumulative turnover for the last three years (i.e.
2015- 16, 2016-17, 2017-18) plus current year should be a
minimum of Rs.20 lakh to execute work in one package
c. The bidder should have positive net worth and it should be a profit
making company in the last three years (i.e. 2015-16, 2016-17, 201718).
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d. Bidder should have Experience of having successfully completed
“similar works” during last 3 years ending last day of month
previous to the one in which applications are invited should be
either of the following:
Three “similar completed works” costing not less than the amount
equal to Rs. 20 lakh
OR
Two “similar completed works” costing not less than the amount
equal to Rs.20 lakh.
OR
One “similar completed work” costing not less than the amount
equal to Rs.10 lakh.

e
f

g.

h.

i.

j.

k.

l.

m.

n.
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Definition of “similar work” means The system integrator should
have experience of Supply, Installation, Testing and Commissioning
of a project in the field of Security/IT/Telecom for central
government or any state government or semi/quasi-government
Agencies or Public Sector Units
SI should bring an OEM who meets the eligibility conditions of the
Tender.
Bidder should not be blacklisted in India / ineligible to participate
for bidding by any state /Central Govt. or PSU due to unsatisfactory
performance, breach of general or specific instructions , corrupt /
fraudulent or any other unethical business practices or barred from
participating in government projects/t due to security reasons.as on
Submission of EOI proposal.
Undertaking to work with ICAR-CIRG on back-to-back terms as
per
customer’s tender requirement
The bidder is expected to carry out a detailed survey or
investigation and undertake a comprehensive assessment of
risks, costs and obligations associated with the particular
procurement.
In the first stage of the bidding process, the Ministry/Department
shall invite bids through advertised Tender containing the
technical aspects and contractual terms and conditions of the
proposed procurement without a bid price;
All the first stage bids, which are otherwise eligible, shall
evaluated through an appropriate committee constituted by the
Ministry/Department.
The committee may hold discussions with the bidders and if any
such discussion is held, equal opportunity shall be given to all
bidders to participate in the discussions;
In revising the relevant terms and conditions of the procurement,
the procuring entity shall not modify the fundamental nature of
the procurement itself, but may add, amend or omit any
specification of the subject matter of procurement or criterion for
evaluation;
In the second stage of the bidding process, the procuring entity
shall invite bids from all those bidders whose bids at the first
stage were not rejected, to present final bid with bid prices in
process in response to a revised set of terms and conditions of
the procurement;
Any bidder, invited to bid but not in a position to supply the
subject matter of procurement due to modification in the

2(ii)
‘

specification or terms and conditions, may withdraw from the
bidding proceedings without forfeiting any bid security that he
may have been required to provide or being penalized in any
way, by declaring his intention to withdraw from the procurement
proceedings with adequate justification.
Checklist of documents/information to be submitted in the e-Tender:
a. Company Profile
b. The bidder shall be registered and incorporated in India under
company’s act 1956 and submit Certificate of Incorporation
c. Memorandum & Articles of Association
d. Audited financial statements for the last 3 years (i.e. 2015-16, 201617,2017-18).
e. Client certificate in this regard shall be submitted along with contact
details i.e name of the contact persons, postal address, official Email,
Tel no. as per clause a,d, e of 2(i)
f. GST Registration Certificate or valid exemption certificate
g. Copy of PAN Card
h. CS certified document that the bidder has not been blacklisted in
India / ineligible to participate for bidding by any state /Central
Govt. or PSU due to unsatisfactory performance, breach of general or
specific instructions , corrupt / fraudulent or any other unethical
business practices or barred from participating in government
i.
j.
k.
l.
m.
n.

2(iii)

General

project due to security reasons.
Authorization letter in the company letterhead authorizing the
person signing the bid for this EOI.
Undertaking in letter head as per Annexure I
Bidders Details as per Annexure II
Clause by clause compliance of EOI terms with references to
supporting documents as per Annexure III
Pre-Contract Integrity Pact as per Annexure-IV
Brief technical literature of the offered equipment
Please provide compliance to the following clauses

e. The bidder should be willing to impart required training to
ICAR-CIRG employees for undertaking operation
system.
f. The bidder will be responsible for any short coming in the CCTV
Equipment and the same should be rectified free of cost.
g. The bidder should be willing to provide F.O.R. for manufacture
of offered products in ICAR-CIRG.
h. The bidder should be willing to sign an exclusive agreement with
ICAR-CIRG for smooth execution of the project.
i. Earnest Money Deposit (EMD) / Bid security required for submitting
the bid will be borne by the selected agency.
k. All CVC circulars/ Statutory guidelines as applicable needs to be
followed.
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Note:
The e-online Tender Bid is to be placed in
1. e-Technical bids will be opened at 5 PM on 15.01.2019
2. e-Financial Bid will be called after the evaluation of Technical bid (Only for technically
qualified bidders).
3. e-Bid should be valid for a period of 90 days from the date of opening of EOI response.
4. Conditional offers are liable for rejection.
5. The e-Bidders should give Clause by clause compliance (as per annexure III) of EOI with
references to supporting documents; otherwise the offers are liable for rejection.
6. All the pages of the technical offer and the commercial offer shall be signed by an authorized
person of the partner.
7. The interested e-bidders may like to discuss the customer tender related information, EOI
Bidding Conditions, e-Bidding Process and clarifications, if any with the AAO, CP&C,
CIRG, Makhdoom, Farah, Mathura for which suitable notice by email will be sent.
8. Consortium bids are not allowed.
9. Companies interested to associate with ICAR-CIRG Ltd for this project shall have
specialization and experience in Supply, Installation and maintenance of IP Based Video
Surveillance equipment. The details of the projects executed by the company shall be given in
the EOI response.
10. Late offer: Any offer received after the prescribed timeline shall be rejected and shall be
returned unopened to the Companies.
11. Language of offers: The offers prepared by the Company and all the correspondences and
documents relating to the offers exchanged by the companies shall be written in English
language.
12. In the event that ICAR-CIRG desires to receive demonstration or working of the product
to their buyers, the same shall be arranged by the system integrator at latter’s cost and
expenditure.
13. Cost of EOI: The bidder shall bear all costs associated with the preparation and submission of his
offer against this EOI, including cost of presentation for the purposes of clarification of the offer,
if so desired by ICAR-CIRG. ICAR-CIRG will, in no case be responsible or liable for those
costs, regardless of the conduct or outcome of the EOI process.
14. Amendment of EOI: At any time prior to the last date for receipt of offers, ICAR-CIRG,
may, for any reason, whether at its own initiative or in response to a clarification requested by
a prospective bidder, modify the EOI document by an amendment. In order to provide
prospective bidder reasonable time in which to take the amendment into account in preparing
4

their offers, ICAR-CIRG may, at their discretion, extend the last date for the receipt of offers
and/or make other changes in the requirements set out in the Invitation for EOI.
15. Disclaimer: ICAR-CIRG and/or its officers, employees disclaim all liability from any loss or
damage, whether foreseeable or not, suffered by any person acting on or refraining from
acting because of any information including statements, information, forecasts, estimates
or projections contained in this document or conduct ancillary to it whether or not the loss or
damage arises in connection with any omission, negligence, default, lack of care or
misrepresentation on the part of ICAR-CIRG and/or any of its officers, employees.
16. ICAR-CIRG will not consider any or all of the bids if they are not meeting EOI requirements.
However, clarification in this regard, if required, will be given.
17. Accessibility of EOI Document: Complete EoI document with terms and conditions is provided in
the following websites
(i) http://www.cirg.res.in.
(ii) http://eprocure.gov.in

18. The Director, ICAR-CIRG, Makhdoom has reserved all the rights to accept OR to reject EoI
Documents at any time without assigning any reason thereof.
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Annexure-I
E-Undertakings (To be in Bidder’s Letter Head)
M/s……………… do here by undertake the following:
1. are not blacklisted by Central Govt./ any State or UT Govt/ PSU/ organized sector in India
2. to work with ICAR-CIRG as per this EOI and Customer Tender terms and conditions
(Customer Tender for……………………and Ref No………………………… and its corrigendum issued if
any). Also we agree to implement the project (scope of work as per Tender terms and conditions
including investment) covering Warranty & post-warranty services, maintenance etc, in the
event of ICAR-CIRG winning the contract on back–to- back basis.
3. to submit EMD (while submitting the bid to the customer) of Rs. …. towards bid security (Bank
Guarantee/Demand Draft from any Nationalized Bank.) & Performance Bank Guarantee
(………….% of contract value) to customer/ICAR-CIRG (as decided by ICAR-CIRG) as per
Customer Tender terms conditions. Where ICAR-CIRG is exempted from providing EMD &
PBG or allowed to submit Corporate Guarantee in place of Bank Guarantee to customer, bidder
has to provide EMD (while submitting the bid to the customer) & PBG to ICAR-CIRG as per
customer tender terms.
4. that we will be equipped with the required manpower with qualifications, certifications and
experience as mentioned in the customer tender.
5. to get required certificate& support (warranty & post-warranty/maintenance) in the name of
ICAR-CIRG from the OEM as per customer tender requirement.
6. to obtain relevant statutory licenses for operational activities if applicable.
7. to sign MoU/Teaming Agreement, Integrity Pact with ICAR-CIRG for addressing the customer
tender as per customer’s tender terms and conditions.
8. to indemnify ICAR-CIRG from any claims / penalties / statuary charges, liquidated damages,
with legal expenses etc as charged by the customer.
9. to support the offered equipment for a minimum period of 1 year with one-year warranty and 2
years Post warranty AMC
10. to supply & install equipment/components which conform to the latest year of manufacture.
11. The bidder should give certificate stating that all the hardware/ software supplied under the
contract shall not contain any embedded malicious codes that could inhibit the desired functions
of the equipment or cause the network to malfunction in any manner.
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12. A tentative list of equipments/articles related to work is as follows:-

S.
no.
1.

Description of the articles
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32 Channel NVR, 44324KS2 with 200Mbps, HDMI/3D
intelligence.
IP Bullet Camera 3mp, dhipchfw1320sp, mega pixel
or higher with day night recording and IR LED;
progressive scan Aptina CMOS, MJPEG duel
streaming, day/night (ICR), 2DNR, AWB, AGC, BLC,
Multiple network monitoring, IR LED length 30m, IP66
PoE
8 port POE Switch, DGS121010p
Camera box
HDD 4TB
IP Epabx system, sv9100, NEC, 158 ports exp upto
256 ports; 4 trunk, 64 analog,90 IP ports
OFC Cable 6 fiber outdoor

8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17

HDPE pipe
MDF box 100pair
IP Phone 12D nec
2 U Rack
9U rack
Fiber box
OFC patch cord / pigtail
OFC Module, sft
RJ45 Camera connectors (100 pcs)
Cat 6 cable (305 mts)

18
19
20
21
22
23

OFC splicing box
40 Inch LED monitor,
UPS 1 KVA, APC
HDMI cable
OFC splicing
Installation charges of camera and cable laying and
fitting accessories etc

2

3
4
5
6

Total cost
This will be subject to modification as per ‘H’.
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No./Qty.
required
02
10

06
10
04
01
2000mtr
.
4000mtr
02
04
05
02
08
25
15
02
5
bundles
06
01
02
05 mtr
01 job
01 job
Full
work
Rs.

E.M.D. to be
deposited (Rs.)
20,000.00

Annexure-II
e-Bidders Profile
1.

Name and address of the company

2.
3.
4.

Customer Tender Name
Customer Tender Reference
Contact Details of the Bidder (Contact
person name with designation,
Telephone Number, FAX, E- mail and
Web site)
Area of business
Annual Turnover for 3 financial years
(Rs. in lakhs )

5.
6.

7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
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Date of Incorporation
Sales Tax /VAT Registration number
Service tax Registration number
PAN Number
CIN Number, if applicable
Number of technical manpower in
company’s rolls
Kindly indicate the preference for the
Zones you are interested to work with
ICAR-CIRG

2015 -16

2016-17

2017-18

Annexure-III
e-Compliance Statement

S.No

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
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Clause No.

Clause

Compliance
(Complied/ Not
Complied)

Remarks with Documentary
Reference

GENERAL
PRE-CONTRACT INTEGRITY PACT
Annexure -IV
This pre-bid pre-contract agreement (hereinafter called the Integrity Pact) is made on day of
………….... the month of …….. , between, ICAR-CIRG Limited, ICAR-CIRG Makhdoom, Farah,
Mathura (hereinafter called the "BUYER", which expression shall mean and include, unless the
context otherwise requires, his successors in office and assigns) of the First Part and M/s
…………….……. (address of the Bidder) (hereinafter called the "BIDDER " which expression shall mean
and include, unless the context otherwise requires, his successors and permitted assigns) of the
Second Part.
WHEREAS the BUYER proposes to invite Expression of Interest (EoI) for selection/ empanelment of
technology partner for a technical tie-up with ICAR-CIRG for the marketing/manufacturing of
……………….….. (name of the product) and the BIDDER is willing to participate in the EoI as
per the terms and conditions mentioned thereon;
WHEREAS the BIDDER is a private company/public company/Government undertaking/partnership
company (strike off whichever is not applicable), constituted in accordance with the relevant law in
the matter and the BUYER is a PSU under the Department of Telecommunications, Ministry of
Communications & IT, Government of India.
NOW, THEREFORE,
To avoid all forms of corruption by following a system that is fair, transparent and
free from any influence/prejudiced dealings prior to, during and subsequent to the
currency of the contract to be entered into with a view to :Enabling the BUYER to select/ empanel a technology partner for the marketing/ manufacturing of ….
(name of the product) through the EoI in a transparent and corruption free manner, and
Enabling BIDDERs to abstain from bribing or Indulging in any corrupt practice in order to secure the
contract by providing assurance to them that their competitors will also abstain from bribing and
other corrupt practices and the BUYER will commit to prevent corruption, in any form, by its officials
by following transparent procedures.
The parties hereto hereby agree to enter into this Integrity Pact and agree as
follows:
1.

Commitments of the BUYER

1.1

The BUYER undertakes that no official of the BUYER, connected directly or indirectly with the
contract, will demand, take a promise for or accept, directly or through intermediaries, any
bribe, consideration, gift, reward, favour or any material or immaterial benefit or any other
advantage from the BIDDER, either for themselves or for any person, 'organisation or third
party related to the contract in exchange for an advantage in the bidding process, bid
evaluation, contracting or implementation process related to the contract.

1.2

The BUYER will during the pre-contract stage, treat all BIDDERs alike, and will provide to all
BIDDERs the same information and will not provide any such information to any particular
BIDDER which could afford an advantage to that particular BIDDER in comparison to other
BIDDERs.
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1.3

2

All the officials of the BUYER will report to the appropriate Government office
any attempted or completed breaches of the above commitments as well as any
substantial suspicion of such a breach.
In case any such preceding misconduct on the part of such official(s) is reported by the
BIDDER to the BUYER with full and verifiable facts and the same is prima facie found to be
correct by the BUYER, necessary disciplinary proceedings, or any other action as deemed fit,
including criminal proceedings may be initiated by the BUYER and such a person shall be
debarred from further dealings related to the contract process. In such a case while an
enquiry is being conducted by the BUYER the proceedings under the contract would not be
stalled.

3

Commitments of BIDDER

3.1

The BIDDER commits itself to take all measures necessary to prevent corrupt practices, unfair
means and illegal activities during any stage of its bid or during any pre-contract or postcontract stage in order to secure the contract or in furtherance to secure it and in particular
commit itself to the following:-
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a)

The BIDDER will not offer, directly or through intermediaries, any bribe, gift,
consideration, reward, favour, any material or immaterial benefit or other advantage,
commission, fees, brokerage or inducement to any official of the BUYER, connected
directly or indirectly with the bidding process, or to any person, organization or third
party related to the contract in exchange for any advantage in the bidding, evaluation,
contracting and implementation of the contract.

b)

The BIDDER further undertakes that it has not given, offered or promised to give,
directly or indirectly any bribe, gift, consideration, reward, favour, any material or
immaterial benefit or other advantage, commission, fees, brokerage or inducement to
any official of the BUYER or otherwise in procuring the Contract or forbearing to do or
having done any act in relation to the obtaining or, execution of the contract or any
other contract with the Government for showing or forbearing to show favour or
disfavor to any person in relation to the contract or any other contract with the
Government.

c)

BIDDERs shall disclose the name and address of agents and representatives and Indian
BIDDERs shall disclose their foreign principals or associates.

d)

BIDDERs shall disclose the payments to be made by them to agents/ brokers or any
other intermediary, in connection with this bid/contract.

e)

The BIDDER further confirms and declares to the BUYER that the BIDDER is the original
manufacturer/ integrator and has not engaged any individual or firm or company
whether Indian or foreign to intercede, facilitate or in any way to recommend to the
BUYER or any of its functionaries, whether officially or unofficially to the award of the
contract to the BIDDER, nor has any amount been paid, promised or intended to be
paid to any such individual, firm or company in respect of any such, intercession,
facilitation or recommendation.

f)

The BIDDER either while presenting the bid or during pre-contract negotiations or
before signing the contract, shall 'disclose any payments he has made, is committed to
or intends to make to officials of the BUYER or their· family members, agents, brokers
or any other intermediaries in connection with the contract and the details of services
agreed upon for such payments.

g)

The BIDDER will not collude with other parties interested in the contract to impair the
transparency, fairness and progress of the bidding process, bid evaluation, contracting
and implementation of the contract.

h)

The BIDDER will not accept any advantage in exchange for any corrupt practice, unfair
means and illegal activities.

i)

The BIDDER shall not use improperly, for purposes of competition or personal gain, or
pass on to others, any information provided by the BUYER as part of the business
relationship, regarding plans, technical proposals and business details, including
information contained in any electronic data carrier. The BIDDER also undertakes to
exercise due and adequate care lest any such information is divulged.

j)

The BIDDER commits to refrain from giving any complaint directly or through any other
manner without supporting it with full and verifiable facts.

k)

The BIDDER shall not instigate or cause to instigate any third person to commit any of
the actions mentioned above.

l)

If the BIDDER or any employee of the BIDDER or any person acting on behalf of the
BIDDER, either directly or indirectly, is a relative of any of the officers of the BUYER, or
alternatively, if any relative of an officer of the BUYER has financial interest/stake in
the BIDDER's firm, the same shall be disclosed by the BIDDER at the time of filing of
tender. The term 'relative' for this purpose would be as defined in Section 6 of the
Companies Act 1956.

m)

The BIDDER shall not lend to or borrow any money from or enter into any monetary
dealings or transactions, directly or indirectly, with any employee of the BUYER.

4

Previous Transgression

4.1

The BIDDER declares that no previous transgression occurred in the last three years
immediately before signing of this Integrity Pact, with any other company in any country in
respect of any 'corrupt practices envisaged hereunder or with any Public Sector Enterprise in
India or any Government Department in India that could justify BIDDER's exclusion from the
tender process.

4.2

The BIDDER agrees that if it makes incorrect statement on this subject, BIDDER can be
disqualified from the tender process or the contract, if already awarded, can be terminated
for such reason.

5

Sanctions for Violations

5.1

Any breach of the aforesaid provisions by the BIDDER or anyone employed by it or acting on
its behalf (whether with or without the knowledge of the BIDDER) shall entitle the BUYER to
take all or any one of the following actions, wherever required:-
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a)

To immediately call off the pre contract negotiations without assigning any reason or
giving any compensation to the BIDDER. However, the proceedings with the other
BIDDER(s) would continue.

b)

To immediately cancel the contract, if already signed, without giving any
compensation to the BIDDER.

c)

To cancel all or any other Contracts with the BIDDER. The BIDDER shall be liable to pay
compensation for any loss or damage to the BUYER resulting from such
cancellation/rescission.

d)

To recover all sums paid in violation of this Pact by the BIDDER(s) to any middleman or
agent or broker with a view to securing the contract.

5.2

The BUYER will be entitled to take all or any of the actions mentioned above, also on the
Commission by the BIDDER or anyone employed by it or acting on its behalf (whether with or
without the knowledge of the BIDDER), of an offence as defined in Chapter IX of the Indian
Penal code, 1860 or Prevention of Corruption Act, 1988 or any other statute enacted for
prevention of corruption.

5.3

The decision of the BUYER to the effect that a breach of the provisions of this Pact has been
committed by the BIDDER shall be final and conclusive on the BIDDER. However, the BIDDER
can approach the Independent Monitor(s) appointed for the purposes of this Pact.

6

Independent Monitors

6.1

The BUYER appoints Independent Monitor (hereinafter referred to as Monitor) for this Pact in
consultation with the Central Vigilance Commission.

6.2

The task of the Monitor shall be to review independently and objectively, whether and to
what extent the parties comply with the obligations under this Pact.

6.3

The Monitor shall not be subject to instructions by the representatives of the parties and
perform their functions neutrally and independently.

6.4

Both the parties accept that the Monitor have the right to access all the documents relating
to the project/procurement, including minutes of meetings.

6.5

As soon as the Monitor notices, or has reason to believe, a violation of this Pact, he will so
inform the Authority designated by the BUYER.

6.6

The BIDDER(s) accept(s) that the Monitor has the right to access without restriction to all
Project documentation of the BUYER including that provided by the BIDDER. The BIDDER will
also grant the Monitor, upon his request and demonstration of a valid interest, unrestricted
and unconditional access to his project documentation. The Monitor shall be under
contractual obligation to treat the information and documents of the BIDDER with
confidentiality.

6.7

The BUYER will provide to the Monitor sufficient information about all meetings among the
parties related to the Project provided such meetings could have an impact on the
contractual relations between the parties. The parties will offer to the Monitor the option to
participate in such meetings.

6.8

The Monitor will submit a written report to the designated Authority of BUYER within 8 to 10
weeks from the date of reference or intimation to him by the BUYER I BIDDER and, should
the occasion arise, submit proposals for correcting problematic situations.

7

Facilitation of Investigation

7.1

In case of any allegation of violation of any provisions of this Pact or payment of commission,
the BUYER or its agencies shall be entitled to examine all the documents including the Books
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of Accounts of the BIDDER and the BIDDER shall provide necessary information and
documents in English and shall extend all possible help for the purpose of such examination.
8

Law and Place of Jurisdiction

8.1

This Pact is subject to Indian Law. The place of performance and jurisdiction is the seat of the
BUYER.

9

Other Legal Actions

9.1

The actions stipulated in this Integrity Pact are without prejudice to any other legal action
that may follow in accordance with the provisions of the extant law in force relating to any
civil or criminal proceedings.

10

Validity

10.1 The validity of this Integrity Pact shall be from date of its signing and extend up to the
contract period with the BUYER in case a contract is signed. In case BIDDER is unsuccessful,
this Integrity Pact shall expire after six months from the date of the signing of the contract.
10.2 Should one or several provisions of this Pact turn out to be invalid, the remainder of this Pact
shall remain valid. In this case, the parties will strive to come to an agreement to their
original intentions.
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The parties hereby sign this Integrity Pact.

BUYER
Name of the Officer.
Designation
ICAR-CIRG Limited (address)
Place:
Date:

BIDDER
CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER
M/s …. (address)
Place:
Date:

Witness:
1. ………..
2. ………..
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1. …………
2. ………….

